
Notes on the Meeting to discuss Housing & Care Support Provision in Greater Manchester
for Physically Disabled People held on Friday 28 January 1983 in Committee Room 4,
County Hall, Manchester.

Present: Peter Norman, Irwell Valley Housing Association (in the Chair)
Bernard Gosschalk, Housing Centre Trust
Chris Drinkwater, Rochdale Housing & Disability Group
Zena Homewood, CSV
Anne Miller, ARMS
Margaret Bone, Tameside
June Maelzer, Access & Disability Forum
Dorothy E Whitaker, Greater Manchester CVS
Ken Lumb, UPIAS

Apologies: Roger Phillip, North British Housing Association
Roy Southern, South Manchester Health Authority & STAPHP
Nigel Smith, Spastics Society
Judith Gray, North Manchester Health Authority
Julia Woulfe, MACC and Manchester Disability Forum
Don Simpson, Rochdale HOusing Department

1. Notes of Previous Meeting

1.1 Add to item 6.1:

"Mainly based on Anne Miller's suggestion."

1.2 6.4.6 - Margaret felt strongly that guidelines, however difficult to produce, should
be compiled.

2. Agenda

Points 3, 5, 6 and 7 from Bernard's paper to be discussed.

Social Services Representation.

- CSV/DoE

Editing Video

Conference Report

Questionnaires

3. Bernard 's Paper - Point 3 Membership of the Group and Point 5 If a Group is Maintain
does it have a Constitution and Voting Rights

3.1 Some people involved in certain statutory services ie Health Authority could be in
a difficult position if the Group took a strong campaigning role which might conflict
with the policies of their employing body. After discussion it was generally agreed
the Group should remain as a Working Party with a flexible membership.

3.2 Therefore, questions were raised about the feasibility of the Group employing people
and obtaining funds. For example if the CSV/DoE worker was based with the GM
Housing and Disability Group the former agencies would be the employers and the
Group would act as a management committee. Funding could be applied for for
individual activities.
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6.2

6.3

6.4
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If the Group was not formally constituted certain Authorities might not respect the
Group s legitimacy to promote housing and care support for disabled people. Credibility
could be maintained if senior Authority representatives were seen and heard to be
members. Therefore there was no enthusiasm for either a constitution or voting
rights and we decided to continue meeting in office hours.

4. Bernard's Paper - Point 6 Where does the Group Obtain its Resources

4-1 wmPheVi°U?y SIatGd thGSe WiU °nly be required for individual activities and applicationswill be made when necessary.

5. Bernard's Paper - Point 7 Who are the Key Activists

5.1 At the moment each member of the Group is active in different areas and the video
isan activist even when no members of the group accompany it. Afull-time worker
could certainly improve the efficacy of possible development work that arises as
tJ^r°LUT? thG Vld^ L" an educati°nal role, plus monitoring current developmentsin the field of housing and disability. Until this is possible the group needs to compile
a list of contacts primarily in the GM area and any other areas from where help is
requested. Therefore at the next meeting it was decided to look at

(a) how comprehensive this list should be
(b) should we have a reliable contact prior to showing the film
(c) members were asked to suggest names of possible

6. Social Services Representation

Roy Southern has written to Bob Lewis asking for suggestions on this but as vet we
do not know the outcome of this.

It was generally agreed that Mrs Shepherdson of Lancashire Social Services might
be a valuable representative. Dorothy agreed to write inviting her to joint the Group
Mr Gondon Littlemore, Deputy Director Social Services Rochdale was considered
as an alternative if Mrs Shepherdson was unable to join the Group.

Dorothy agreed to write to Manchester City about their representation.

In order to strengthen representation from Housing Departments Peter Norman agreed
to contact Alistair Robertson, Deputy Director Housing Department Bolton Peter
and Anne would also consider representation from Trafford.

CSV/DoE Proposed Project

Peter Norman had drafted a letter to Andrea Kelmanson at CSV expressing the Group's
interest in the proposed CSV/DoE Worker. Zena reported that the post, if confirmed
will probably not be advertised until the Spring and appointment made in June. She said she
would draft a paper, which would be circulated, on how the GM Housing &Disability
Group viewed the objectives of such a worker. This was important because Dorothy
had received a letter from the Kings Fund outlining a project on housing and care
support they are involved with and CSV need to be aware their work should be complementary
to such developments.

7.2 If it dees not prove possible to have one of the CSV/Doe workers based in Manchester
the Group would consider other possible agencies for employment eg the County
Council under the Urban Aid Programme or Shelter.
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8. Video - Editing

8.1 An estimate had been received from Dennis Pass of £675 for two versions of the
video, one primarily for a multi-disciplinary audience, the other for groups of disabled
people.

8.2 DoE have £1.5 billion capital underspend un their 1982/3 Urban Aid Programme.
It was agreed the Group should ask GMC to sponsor an application to DoE for money
from this programme for video editing costs and video monitor and recorder. A
meeting would be arranged with Dennis Pass as soon as possible to finalise the content
and duration of both videos so that he could start the editing process as soon as possible.
If the application to DoE for funding is not successful other alternatives might be
Channel 4 New Independent programme, Spastics Society, North West Arts, Gulbenkian,
South Manchester Health Authority.

9. Conference Report and Questionnaires

9.1 Peter Norman agreed to contact Anne to discuss final editing details and then the
Conference Report will be passed to Dorothy for circulation.

9.2 Video Questionnaire - to be duplicated in its original form.

9.3 Conference Report Questionnaire - will be circulated with Conference Report with
Question 2 deleted. Anne queried the omission of her suggested reply date.

9.3 Follow-up Questionnaire - for future consideration.

10. Any Other Business

10.1 Dorothy circulated a preliminary agenda for a conference organised by Islington Disablement
Association to discuss Independent Living in Islington.

10.2 Ken had details of a series of Regional Conferences organised by the National Federation
of Housing Associations on Housing Association Special Projects. Manchester was
the venue for the North West and the conference date was 16 March. Details from
Ms Helen Smith, Courses Secretary, NFHA, 30/32 Southampton Street, London WC2E
7HE; Telephone 01-240 2771.


